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Designing for tomorrow. 
BMW Group Design is already shaping how we will experience 
Sheer Driving Pleasure in the future. 
 
 
 

Munich. How will we be moved in the future? BMW Group Design is 

already shaping how we will experience Sheer Driving Pleasure in the 

future. The innovative fields of Autonomous Driving, Connectivity, 

Electrification and Services (ACES) will open up totally new opportunities 

and experiences – and, at the same time, herald a paradigm shift in the 

automotive industry. The BMW Group views design as the key to this 

future: It gives shape to areas of innovation and brings technology to life. 

Design also has the power to think beyond the possible and set ambitious 

developments in motion. The BMW Group already showed this with the 

first BMW X5, which effectively invented the SUV segment; the iDrive 

Controller, which is found in virtually every vehicle in one form or another 

these days, or its BMW i models. They were all the first of their kind and 

made a permanent impression on the automotive world.  

 

 

We design experiences. 

In the future, drivers will be able to choose whether they want to be driven 

autonomously (in EASE Mode) or drive themselves (in BOOST Mode). 

EASE and BOOST moments form the basis for the design of every future 

BMW model. In a nutshell, the concept is: “EASE your Life – BOOST your 

Moment.” The EASE and BOOST experiences illustrate what BMW 

Group Design aspires to and also what future products could look like: 

The purpose of design goes far beyond deciding shape and form. BMW 

Group Design creates experiences. The automobile is no longer just a 

“vehicle”; it can be a place for relaxation, interaction, entertainment and 

concentration. At the same time, it can also become the ultimate driving 

machine, enabling customers to experience new aspects of driving 

dynamics. The car will be transformed into a new kind of living space 

dedicated to people’s needs and wants. The BMW Group Design is 

applying the ACES fields of innovation in all their different forms to create 

this experience space. 
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EASE your Life – BOOST your Moment. 

What these experiences could look like in the future in concrete form is 

shown by the two Vision Vehicles: the BMW Vision iNEXT, unveiled in 

2018, and the brand-new BMW Vision M NEXT. Each represents a 

prototypical implementation of the future BMW experience worlds of 

“EASE” (BMW Vision iNEXT) and “BOOST” (BMW Vision M NEXT). 

EASE encompasses all experiences that occur while the vehicle is taking 

care of driving tasks itself; BOOST, on the other hand, is all about the 

ultimate, active driving experience. In the upcoming product range, BMW 

Group Design will realise a wide range of experiences where these two 

versions meet in the near future. 

 

 
 

In the event of enquiries please contact:  

 

Sophie Seidenath, BMW Group Innovation & Design Communications  

Tel.: +49-89-382-27473  

E-mail: Sophie.Seidenath@bmwgroup.com  

 

Steven Wörns, BMW Group Innovation & Design Communications 

Mobile: +49-151-601-16992 

E-mail: Steven.Woerns@bmw.com 

 

Benjamin Titz, Head of BMW Group Innovation, Design & Motorsport Communications 

Tel.: +49-89-382-22998 

E-mail: presse@bmw.de 
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The BMW Group 

With its four brands BMW, MINI, Rolls-Royce and BMW Motorrad, the BMW Group is the world’s 

leading premium manufacturer of automobiles and motorcycles and also provides premium 

financial and mobility services. The BMW Group production network comprises 31 production and 

assembly facilities in 15 countries; the company has a global sales network in more than 140 

countries. 

 

In 2018, the BMW Group sold over 2,490,000 passenger vehicles and more than 165,000 

motorcycles worldwide. The profit before tax in the financial year 2018 was € 9.815 billion on 

revenues amounting to € 97.480 billion. As of 31 December 2018, the BMW Group had a 

workforce of 134,682 employees. 

 

The success of the BMW Group has always been based on long-term thinking and responsible 

action. The company has therefore established ecological and social sustainability throughout the 

value chain, comprehensive product responsibility and a clear commitment to conserving 

resources as an integral part of its strategy. 

 
www.bmwgroup.com  
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/BMWGroup  

Twitter: http://twitter.com/BMWGroup  
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/BMWGroupView  

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bmwgroup  

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bmwgroup/ 
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